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For many possible applications of metal–organic frameworks, a

coating onto a metallic support capable of both superior heat and

mass transfer is required. A heated substrate in contact with a chilled

solution of metal salt and linker reproducibly yields polycrystalline,

highly stable, thermally conductive MOF coatings at a growth rate of

50 lm h�1, illustrated by the formation of Cu3(btc)2 as an example.

The unmatched porosity of metal–organic frameworks1 combined

with a very high chemical variability2 can be exploited especially

well if these materials are produced in the shape of a film or

coating.3 This has been proven for many potential applications

like sensing, heterogeneous catalysis or the separation of gases and

liquids. One of the most studied MOFs is copper trimesate

(‘‘HKUST-1’’), because of easy formation,4 high porosity and

known properties associated with this compound.5

The general synthetic approach towards MOF films is to

induce preferential crystallite growth at the surface which is to

be coated, compared to the surrounding solution. This can be

achieved in a first step by various seeding techniques: MOF

films, often with a specific orientation, have been obtained

on substrates furnished with MOF nanocrystals or linker-

containing entities like native hydroxyl groups or self-assembled

monolayers (SAMs). In a second step this pre-conditioned

surface is subjected to solvothermal synthesis conditions or

layer-by-layer growth.6 A different method, which yields poly-

crystalline films, consists of delivering the required metal salt

only to the surface to be coated. This has been achieved

by (electro) chemical oxidation of a metal substrate, thus

generating the required cations.7 Even air oxygen has been

employed as a metal oxidant.8 Preferred MOF nucleation has

also been observed on substrates coated with conductive layers

which were subjected tomicrowave irradiation under solvothermal

conditions.9

Most of the methods presented so far yield well-defined,

uniform thin films, but require elaborate substrate prepara-

tion, and/or allow for slow growth rates only. This results in

long reaction times, limited coated areas and layer thicknesses,

thus, narrowing the possible range of applications. Other,

inherent disadvantages consist of insufficient layer adhesion

or product losses due to unwanted bulk crystallization from

solution.6,7,10

Here, we present a versatile, easy, fast, efficient and reproducible

single-step route towards dense MOF coatings of virtually

unlimited thicknesses with strong mechanical adhesion, acces-

sible on various substrates. This was realized via a novel

thermal gradient approach, as depicted in Fig. 1: the substrate

which is to be coated is immersed into a solution of both the

metal salt and the linker molecule, similar to the one used for

solvothermal bulk synthesis of the desired MOF. The solution

is now actively chilled, while the substrate surface is heated to

the temperature which is usually applied during solvothermal

bulk synthesis. As a result, the temperature which is necessary

for MOF formation exists only at the boundary layer between

the solution and the surface which is to be coated. This allows

for high deposition rates with negligible losses (i.e. bulk

crystallization in the vessel) and excellent properties of the

obtained layer, such as very high crystallinity and mechanical

stability. No special pre-treatment of the substrate is necessary,

except for sanding and tempering. Purification and activation of

the obtained layer are achieved by repeated soaking in a

suitable solvent, followed by drying.

Fig. 1 Schematic cross-section of the experimental setup. The heater

core (1) equipped with a surface thermocouple (5) is covered with the

metal sheets to be coated (2) and immersed into a stirred

Cu(NO3)2–H3btc–DMF solution (4). This assembly is surrounded by

the cooling bath (6). HKUST-1 is deposited as a layer (3) on the metal

sheet (2) due to the thermal gradient (red inset).
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Using the illustrated method, blue crystalline coatings of

100 mm thickness were produced repeatedly of consistent quality

from Cu(NO3)2–trimesic acid solution within 120 min onto a 5�
5 cm Cu-support. The Cu metal size of 25 cm2 can be enlarged.

Copper sheets had been sanded and tempered at 120 1C for 12 h

before. The colour of the coating changes reversibly from dark

blue to turquoise when transferred from a dry atmosphere to

ambient air. This behaviour is well known for HKUST-1.5

As can be seen from optical and SEM images (Fig. 2), the

obtained coating consists of isotropic, highly intergrown

crystallites of less than 10 mm size, but with a large size

distribution. The presence of HKUST-1 as the major crystalline

phase is confirmed by PXRD measurements (Fig. 3).

Nitrogen sorption experiments yielded a pore volume of

VP = 0.58 cm3 g�1 and a BET surface of SBET = 1160 m2 g�1

for the crystalline top layer separated from the Cu surface

(Fig. S5 in ESIw), which is considerably more than the value

reported by Chui et al.,5 and approaches the value measured

for bulk HKUST-1 synthesized in DMF (VP = 0.75 cm3 g�1,

SBET = 1507 m2 g�1).11 The deviation is due to the presence of

unreacted trimesic acid, as can be seen from IR measurements

(Fig. 4). The HKUST-1 coatings could be reproduced with a

variance of their measured physical properties within 3% from

6 preparations on 5 cm � 5 cm copper sheets.

In previous work, a ‘‘twin copper source’’ mechanism has

been suggested for the growth of HKUST-1 on an oxidized

copper mesh from a H2O–ethanol solvothermal solution.12

This means that the required Cu2+ ions are delivered not only

from solution, but also from the copper oxide layer formed on

top of the surface. In the present work, however, DMF was

employed as a solvent, which is known to act as a reducing

agent at elevated temperatures if H2O is present.13 Hence, the

first effect which could be observed at the beginning of the

experiment was a rapid disappearance of the multi-coloured

oxide layer that had been generated upon tempering. Successful

HKUST-1 layer formation by this thermal gradient approach

could be observed not only on copper, but also on aluminium

and stainless steel sheets. Hence, it can be deduced that the

substrate itself plays a minor role as a metal source under the

applied conditions. The internal constitution of the obtained

layer could be clarified by examination of a polished section

with SEM/EDX (Fig. 4e and f). These measurements reveal

that the obtained coating consists of two layers, a carbon-rich,

thin bottom layer, and a more copper- and oxygen-rich, thick

layer on top.

While the thicker top layer consists of HKUST-1 (proven by

PXRD measurements, see Fig. 3), the chemical nature of the

bottom layer is more complicated. High carbon content and

traces of nitrogen were found by SEM/EDX, and XPS measure-

ments (see Fig. S4 in ESIw). PXRD analysis of the bottom layer

revealed the presence of crystalline Cu2(NO3)(OH)3 (rouaite) and

Cu2O. No PXRD reflections, however, could be assigned to the

organic phase which apparently was amorphous.

Despite differences in elemental composition and crystallinity

between the top and bottom layer from elemental analysis and

PXRD, the IR spectrum of the bottom layer is very similar to

that of the HKUST-1 top layer with additional bands in the

fingerprint region at 1258, 1015 and 800 cm�1 (see Fig. 4). As the

bottom layer was soluble neither in DMF, nor in EtOH or

aqueous conc. NH3, a mostly organic, polymeric structure can be

anticipated. This seems to be even more likely, as Cu(II), Cu(I)

and Cu(0) species are present in the reaction system, which are

known to catalyse all kinds of coupling reactions even of non-

halogenated arenes, especially if the system is exposed to air.14

The high carbon content in the bottom layer can be

explained by a copper-catalysed decarboxylation of aromatic

carboxylic acids. Such a decarboxylation reaction has already

been observed and used for organic synthesis with reaction

conditions very similar to those employed in the present work.15

The obtained coating is of remarkable mechanical stability.

No cracks, flaking or wear-off of any kind could be observed ‘when

handling samples without special care, although macropore-like

Fig. 2 Optical images of the obtained coated sheets after storing over

CaCl2 (a) and under ambient conditions (b). 1 square = 5 � 5 mm2.

Optical microscope image (c) and SEM image (d). Note: bare copper

areas in (a) and (b) are caused by mounting clamps (see Fig. S1a in

ESIw). Cracks visible in (d) are not native to the layer, but due to

electron bombardment.

Fig. 3 Powder diffractograms for HKUST-1 (simulation, a), the

synthesized coating (b) and the bottom layer (c). Assignments in

(c):’=rouaite, Cu2(NO3)(OH)3,E=Cu2O,K=Cu. The photograph

is an on-top view onto the coating after removing the top layer in the lower

part of the photograph so that the bottom layer can be seen.

Fig. 4 FT-IR spectra (ATR) of the trimesic acid H3btc (a), thin

separated bottom layer (b), the separated top layer (c), and the whole

coating after purification with DMF and ethanol (see ESIw for details) (d).
(e) SEM image, (f) EDX element mapping of a polished section of the

coated Cu sheet, embedded in polymer resin. Cracks are due to electron

bombardment. See Fig. S3 (ESIw) for separate element maps.
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channels with a diameter of 30 to 50 mm could be observed

between the crystals (see Fig. 2c and Fig. S8 in ESIw).
Even after 500 ad-/desorption cycles with H2O vapour,

which led to complete loss of the HKUST-1 structure as

expected,16 mechanical adhesion remained unchanged (exact

cycling conditions are given in the ESIw). Heat conduction

properties of the activated coating from 30 to 120 1C have

been determined by laser flash analysis (Fig. 5). A 2-layer

Cowan model was used, with layer 1 as the Cu substrate, and

layer 2 as the coating, averaging bottom and top layers. For

the coating, a density of 1.22 g cm�3 has been anticipated,5

while the cp curve was obtained from a calorimetric measure-

ment of commercial copper trimesate (Basolitet C300). Exact

parameters are given in the ESI.w
The thermal conductivity of the coating, which lies in the

range of 1.2 to 1.4 W m�1 K�1 (Fig. 5), is very high compared

to related materials with similar porosities, like activated

carbon beds (0.15 to 0.5 W m�1 K�1),17 or silica gel packings

(0.2 W m�1 K�1).18 This can be explained by the fact that the

crystallites are highly intergrown and, hence, heat transfer is

facilitated compared to a loose packing of particles or beads.

The contact resistance between the copper substrate and the coating

ranges from 2.6� 10�5 m2 KW�1 to 2.8� 10�5 m2 KW�1 in the

examined temperature range (25–150 1C, Fig. 5), which is an

excellent figure for a MOF/metal interface. For comparison, a very

good value for the contact resistance between two plain copper

sheets, obtainable via soldering, is about 5 � 10�6 m2 K W�1.19

In summary, we have introduced a novel and widely applicable

method to deposit polycrystalline layers of metal–organic frame-

works at unprecedented growth rates. Our results show that the

thermal gradient approach yields highly porous and mechanically

stable coatings of HKUST-1, which also exhibits high thermal

coupling to the substrate. These properties are especially beneficial

for coating heat exchangers in sorption heat pumps,20 for

catalysis or gas storage applications.
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Fig. 5 Conductivity, diffusivity and contact resistance determined via

laser flash analysis (see ESIw for details).


